
Tell us about yourself
Sure, My name is sukhdev singh. I am 24 years old. I belong to Punjab which nation country nominally
contributes as hospitality. Put shedlight on my background qualifications as I had diploma in veterinary
science from Guru Angad dev veterinary and animal science University. I already done with veterinary
office assistant program from bow valley college Calgary as I’m current student of administrative
professionals in Bow valley college. I’m not only good in studies but also I indulge myself in different
traits as I’m eager-viber person and i always ready to help the other people without any expectations. I’m
savvy, risk-taker, observant, energetic, creative and organized. So, that’s all about me and my personality.

What do you know about the Students’ Association of Bow Valley College?
Student’s Association of Bow Valley College (SABVC) is an organization that is dedicated to the effective
representation, a positive campus experience which I attained from administrations. The prominent goals
of students association are consistency in the values and conquer vision to gain goals. Surprisingly, the
student association build a sense of community by embracing diversity and ensuring equality and
acceptance also it provides positive, safe, secure and healthy environment to the students of Bow Valley
College. As it ensures professional, productive and responsible with communities. This association also
offers for awards and scholarships.

Diversity is a strength of SABVC. In your own words, how would you contribute to promoting
diversity to the membership of SABVC?
As I earlier states that, I belong to Punjab which nation generally known as hospitality and achieved a
powerful weapon in maintaining diversity. I’m also one of those individuals who are best to maintain
diversity between learners because I obtained this skill from my motherland to whom people said India is
a diverse country. I studied one year in this college in which I know my friends and seniors who face
hurdles. I give my best to maintain diversity as if they will vote me, then I do a lot of things to help the
learners and conquer all facilities to them which they need eagerly. Interestingly, I will render equality to
all learners and always takecare of the students voice.

What is your platform?
Looking to my profile, as I’m current student of administrative professionals in Bow valley college
and in present epoch, I want to do some work for the welfare of students. I believe there are
numerous commodities why I think candidates should choose me to acquire great opportunities.
As I have all qualities which one person need to become a good candidate and I have vast
knowledge about all aspects. If individuals give chance to me then I try my best and always do
work for the welfare of general public. Recently, I noticed countless learners who suffered from
obstacles while observing them, I consider myself to take part in election. I can easily deem that, if
people should choose me then I provide surety to all I conquer my best and always become
helping hand.
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